Introduction {#s1}
============

Honey bees are a model organism for behavioral, neurobiological, and cognitive research [@pone.0046729-Menzel1]--[@pone.0046729-Abramson1]. Many phenomena such as spatial navigation, memory, learning, and social behaviors have been investigated in honey bees [@pone.0046729-Galizia1]--[@pone.0046729-Vergoz1]. Further, honey bees provide a unique opportunity to study novel reinforcement contingencies, for they shuttle their reinforcing nectar to their hive and quickly return to a foraging location.

Here, we have developed a paradigm to study the effects of a post-reinforcement delay on honey bee (*Apis mellifera* L.) foraging behavior. We introduced a delay of reinforcement after the bee's crop had been filled; responses made prior to the initiation of the delay intervals are hereafter referred to as crop-filling responses to remain consistent with Dyer, Gill, and Sharbowski [@pone.0046729-Dyer1]. Due to the cyclical rhythm of honey bee foraging behaviors, a post-reinforcement delay at a foraging location would in turn delay a variety of social behaviors in the hive such as unloading behaviors. Honey bees could easily experience long post-reinforcement delays under natural conditions. Instances such as severe winds, fires, or even becoming trapped within a flower could create a natural post-reinforcement delay; thus we have sought to assess the social contingencies that may be affected by such a delay. We believe honey bees are an ideal model to investigate post-reinforcement delays due to their rhythmic foraging behavior and unique social structure. Additionally, comparing different species' cognitive and behavioral abilities is a legitimate investigation within itself.

Davis [@pone.0046729-Davis1] is arguably the first to publish a finding focusing on post-reinforcement delays. His design utilized a T maze with a goal box that was modified to remove a rat 60 s after consuming a single reward 1/3 g pellet. The delay group did not differ from control subjects which were removed immediately after consuming the reinforcement [@pone.0046729-Davis1]. Further work on post-reinforcement has not only been scarce, but has reached inconsistent conclusions.

Fehrer [@pone.0046729-Fehrer1] tested rats in a U maze using water as the reward. Slower learning for the pre-reinforcement group was observed while the post-reinforcement group did not affect learning. Cogan's [@pone.0046729-Cogan1] replication of Fehrer [@pone.0046729-Fehrer1] confirms that there were no significant differences between post-reinforcement delay and no-delay groups during training. However, Cogan [@pone.0046729-Cogan1] found a decrease in resistance to extinction when the delay groups were compared to the control group; thus failing to replicate (and finding an opposite effect) [@pone.0046729-Fehrer1]. Bowen [@pone.0046729-Bowen1] changed Fehrer's experimental design by running rats through a T-maze instead of a U-Maze, and found rats who were immediately removed from the goal performed significantly better than rats treated with a 30 s post-reinforcement delay.

Additional rats with either a 0 s or 30 s post-reinforcement delay were allowed to run into a small or large goal box [@pone.0046729-Mikulka1], [@pone.0046729-Williams1]. Contrary to the observation made by Mikulka, Vogel, and Spear [@pone.0046729-Mikulka1] regarding a larger goal box's correlation with higher resistance to extinction, Williams [@pone.0046729-Williams1] found no difference between confining and non-confining goal boxes. McCain and Bowen [@pone.0046729-McCain1] attempted to determine how a small number of acquisition trials could produce a difference in groups of rats exposed to pre- or post-reinforcement. Both delay groups were more resistant to extinction compared to the immediately reinforced group, but no significant differences between the delay groups were observed (contrasting with Fehrer [@pone.0046729-Fehrer1]). Rosen and Tessel [@pone.0046729-Rosen1] confirmed previous research [@pone.0046729-McCain1] by showing no difference between post-reinforcement delay and no delay groups' run times on a runway.

Capaldi, Godbout, and Ksir analyzed the effects of post-reinforcement delay intervals by dividing rats into three groups: continuous reinforcement, partial reinforcement, and no reward [@pone.0046729-Capaldi1]. The researchers found a "marginal" level of significance between conditions [@pone.0046729-Capaldi1]. Additionally, post-reinforcement delay rats had no observable patterning effects for start, run, and goal times compared to controls [@pone.0046729-Posey1]. Indeed, a reverse patterning was observed for the delay group [@pone.0046729-Posey1]. Moreover, Posey and Cogan [@pone.0046729-Posey1] found that post-reinforcement delay subjects are less resistant to extinction; thus confirming previous research [@pone.0046729-Cogan1].

While, all previously reported post-reinforcement experiments have utilized rats as subjects, Rabinowitz and Paynter [@pone.0046729-Rabinowitz1] analyzed differences in learning, relearning, and forgetting in 3rd grade students by using 6 s, 12 s, or 18 s of post-reinforcement delay. Children exposed to varying delays were faster at learning (for both genders), relearning (for only boys), and especially forgetting when presented with a distraction. On average, an increase of a post-reinforcement interval was associated with faster forgetting compared to pre-reinforcement delays [@pone.0046729-Rabinowitz1].

We have developed a paradigm to study reinforcement delays utilizing uniquely species-specific behaviors in honey bees (*Apis mellifera* L.) by trapping our subjects after they had filled their crop in a computer controlled operant chamber. In addition to this post-reinforcement delay, our study differs from the post-reinforcement literature in multiple ways [@pone.0046729-Davis1]--[@pone.0046729-Rabinowitz1]. Most notably, our subjects were "wild" and could freely choose if they wanted to begin, continue, or stop working with our apparatus; indeed many subjects did not finish the trials. Second, counter to the majority of reinforcement procedures, our subjects were not food or water deprived. Third, our subjects were allowed to consume as much as they wanted, for there was no prescribed amount of reinforcement they could receive. Fourth, we offer the first data utilizing honey bees to investigate delays in social contingencies. Fifth, our paradigm to study post-reinforcement delays creates a subsequent delay of a social interaction: the unloading of reinforcement from our apparatus back at the hive by the forager. This unloading behavior is critical for a subject to be able to leave the hive and return to the apparatus, and often occurs between multiple receivers [@pone.0046729-Hart1]. Additional social behaviors such as dancing and seeking a receiver for trophallaxis were likely also delayed by the paradigm [@pone.0046729-Farina1]. Hence, a delay interval directly preceding a number of social behavior chains was created via our post-reinforcement delay experimental design.

Results {#s2}
=======

We recorded four main dependent variables: inter-visit-intervals, defined as the interval between the last crop-filling response of a visit and the first response of the following visit; response length, defined as the length of time the subject makes a spatial response sufficient to block an infrared sensor; inter-response-time, defined as the interval between responses; and the response rate per visit. Response rate was calculated by only considering the crop-filling responses prior to the delay interval being initiated; hence the delay intervals did not artificially lower the reported response rates. We also recorded the temperature inside the apparatus every minute throughout each trial, as well as the date the subjects were tagged.

We utilized five groups and four conditions for each group with six visits per condition. We followed a pseudo-ABA design so as to be able to compare each subject with herself as we moved across the four conditions. The five groups are named after each of their varying four conditions (i.e. group 0-0-0-0 had no delay conditions, while the second condition for the 0-5-10-0 group had 5 minutes of delay and the third condition had 10 minutes of delay). Details of the apparatus and paradigm are provided in the Methods Section. Data were collected summer of 2011.

Every control 0-0-0-0 bee finished the 24 visits, but only four of the ten 0-10-10-0 bees, five of the ten 0-5-5-0 bees, six of the ten 0-5-10-0 bees, and five of the ten 0-10-5-0 bees finished the experiment by completing 24 visits. Every bee that did not return to the operant chamber was observed the following morning at a nearby 10% sucrose solution feeder; ruling out the possibilities of predation or death affecting our data.

Our experimental design makes data analysis by conventional methods impossible. First, our data do not meet the homogeneity assumptions made by traditional mean comparisons (Levene's F = 13.193, p\<.01). The control 0-0-0-0 group's inter-visit-interval standard deviations are radically different from each of the experimental groups, for the delay intervals affected most (but not all) of the subjects; hence the greater variability for the experimental groups. Second, we utilized a repeated measures experimental design, yet many of our bees "dropped out" and thus a split-plot ANOVA would not be appropriate due to the "missing" data. Third, the difference between group baseline response rates indicate our sample and group assignment may not have been random, further compromising the validity of any p-value obtained from an ANOVA. Due to these complications, we eschewed traditional methods of data analysis and instead utilized a different method that is relatively free of assumptions and incorporates techniques for accommodating the "drop out" non-responses. We used Observation Oriented Modeling [@pone.0046729-Grice1], [@pone.0046729-Grice2]; a data analysis technique that permitted us to compare our observed results to expected patterns of outcomes and then to evaluate the differences with an accuracy index and a randomization or binomial test.

Inter-visit-interval {#s2a}
--------------------

Inter-visit-interval means and standard deviations reveal clear differences between the groups ([Table 1](#pone-0046729-t001){ref-type="table"}). Cumulative curves of the inter-visit-intervals ([Figure 1](#pone-0046729-g001){ref-type="fig"}) were analyzed by regression analysis to determine slope differences within each condition and between groups ([Table 2](#pone-0046729-t002){ref-type="table"}). Cumulative curves of individual bees were also analyzed via linear regressions ([Figure S1](#pone.0046729.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S2](#pone.0046729.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S3](#pone.0046729.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S4](#pone.0046729.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S5](#pone.0046729.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We observed three basic types of cumulative curve patterns for individual subjects: linear, exponential, and an "S" curve. "Drop out" bees never experienced the removal of the delay intervals, and thus never returned to baseline; thereby resembling an exponential "J" curve while experimental bees which did encounter a return to baseline resembled an "S" curve. Every control 0-0-0-0 bee followed a simple linear pattern. Nine of the ten 0-10-10-0 bees differed from every control subject; seven of the ten 0-5-5-0 bees differed from every control; eight of the ten 0-5-10-0 bees differed from every control; nine of the ten 0-10-5-0 bees differed from every control.

![Averaged inter-visit-interval.\
The averaged cumulative curves of group inte*r-visit-interv*als are pr*esented. All g*roup's baselines are very similar during *the first condition of the experiment. The aver*aged control 0-0-0-0 group maintains this increase for the remaining conditions and trials while the averaged 0-5-5-0, 0-10-10-0, and 0-10-5-0 experimental groups begin differing from the control group after about 3 visits of the second condition. The averaged 0-5-5-0, 0-10-10-0, and 0-10-5-0 experimental groups' curves continue to increase (roughly resembling exponential curves when not presented as a cumulative curve) until the final condition change removing the delay intervals. Curiously, the averaged 0-5-10-0 group (which for the second condition is no different from the averaged 0-5-5-0 group) does not differ from the control group until the third condition (when the delay interval increases to 600 s), but then quickly increases similarly to the remaining experimental groups until the final conditional change removing the delay intervals. Most striking is the immediate near-return to baseline for all four experimental groups' averages once there are no delay intervals. [Table 2](#pone-0046729-t002){ref-type="table"} displays average slope values for each condition and group for [Figure 1](#pone-0046729-g001){ref-type="fig"}. Individual bee's cumulative curves can be observed in Figures S1,S2,S3,S4,S5.](pone.0046729.g001){#pone-0046729-g001}

10.1371/journal.pone.0046729.t001

###### Inter-Visit-Interval Descriptive Statistics for Each Group.

![](pone.0046729.t001){#pone-0046729-t001-1}

  Group            Mean    Median     Mode        Range        SD
  --------------- ------- --------- -------- --------------- -------
  **0-0-0-0**      234 s    190 s    129 s    50 s--1377 s    183 s
  **0-10-10-0**    481 s    237 s    3600 s   60 s--3600 s    721 s
  **0-5-5-0**      441 s    197 s    3600 s   85 s--3600 s    667 s
  **0-5-10-0**     358 s    202 s    200 s    50 s--3600 s    561 s
  **0-10-5-0**     475 s   268.5 s   225 s    102 s--3600 s   650 s

10.1371/journal.pone.0046729.t002

###### Slope of Cumulative Curves of Each Condition Per Group.

![](pone.0046729.t002){#pone-0046729-t002-2}

                     1        2        3        4
  --------------- -------- -------- -------- --------
  **0-0-0-0**      264.11   249.8    220.23   192.22
  **0-10-10-0**    198.47   586.34   1039.9   208.6
  **0-5-5-0**      198.28   680.49   835.22   196.19
  **0-5-10-0**     192.47   250.05   876.6    238.8
  **0-10-5-0**     205.31   674.44   882.51   269.04

An ordinal pattern analysis was conducted for each group to assess if the inter-visit-intervals increased once the delays were initiated and then increased once the delays were removed. For bees in the experimental groups, we predicted the intervals would decrease during the baseline trials as the bees learned to work with the apparatus, and that the inter-visit-intervals would monotonically increase once the delays were initiated, and then would immediately decrease and nearly but not fully return to baseline after the delays were removed. This prediction was also confirmed by the slope differences obtained from our multiple regression reported ([Table 2](#pone-0046729-t002){ref-type="table"}). For each bee, the analysis compares the differences between every possible pair of intervals to the hypothesized differences, and the percentage of responses that fit the predicted ordinal pattern is determined. Each interval is compared with every other interval for an individual bee (e.g. interval one vs. interval two, interval one vs. interval three...interval one vs. interval twenty-three, etc.); consequently, the number of responses that fit the ordinal pattern can range from 0 to ~k~C~2~, where k equals the number of visits. For example, a bee completing 23 visits has 253 interval comparisons while a bee completing 18 visits has 153 comparisons to the expected ordinal pattern. The percentage of comparisons matching the expected patterns is computed for each bee, and a binomial probability is also computed.

Individual results of the ordinal analysis and contains proportions of combinations that matched the predicted pattern and the binomial p-values ([Table 3](#pone-0046729-t003){ref-type="table"}). Consistent with expectations**,** seven of the ten control (0-0-0-0) bees did not fit the predicted experimental pattern. However, nine of the ten 0-10-10-0 bees, eight of the 0-5-5-0 bees, eight of the 0-5-10-0 bees, and all of the 0-10-5-0 bees followed the predicted pattern in improbable proximity compared to an arbitrarily selected cut-point of.05 for the binomial p-value.

10.1371/journal.pone.0046729.t003

###### Inter-Visit-Interval Individual Results of Ordinal Analysis.

![](pone.0046729.t003){#pone-0046729-t003-3}

  Group            Total      Bee1        Bee2         Bee3         Bee4        Bee5         Bee6      Bee7       Bee8        Bee9        Bee10
  --------------- ------- ------------ ----------- ------------ ------------ ----------- ------------ ------- ------------ ----------- -----------
  **0-0-0-0**       50%     **41%**      **55%**       69%          66%        **47%**     **42%**      55%     **36%**      **47%**     **45%**
                           **p≤1.00**   **p≤.08**     p≤.00        p≤.00      **p≤.87**   **p≤.99**    p≤.05   **p≤1.00**   **p≤.84**   **p≤.93**
  **0-10-10-0**     74%     **55%**        83%         84%          66%          75%         69%        86%       71%          79%         80%
                           **p≤.08**    p**≤**.00     p≤.00        p≤.00        p≤.00       p≤.01      p≤.00     p≤.00        p≤.00       p≤.00
  **0-5-5-0**       61%       80%          65%         65%        **34%**        69%       **33%**      84%       83%          78%         74%
                             p≤.00        p≤.00       p≤.00      **p≤1.00**     p≤.01     **p≤1.00**   p≤.00     p≤.00        p≤.00       p≤.00
  **0-5-10-0**      62%       82%          62%       **39%**        62%          56%         67%        64%       67%        **51%**       86%
                             p≤.00        p≤.02     **p≤1.00**     p≤.02        p≤.03       p≤.00      p≤.00     p≤.00      **p≤.35**     p≤.00
  **0-10-5-0**      74%       82%          78%         77%          78%          63%         68%        83%       80%          81%         61%
                             p≤.00        p≤.00       p≤.00        p≤.00       p\<.00       p≤.00      p≤.00     p≤.00        p≤.00       p≤.05

Weather Variability {#s2b}
-------------------

Heinrich [@pone.0046729-Heinrich1] reports honey bees are capable of foraging at temperatures as high as 46C without over-heating. As temperature has been shown to affect honey bee behavior [@pone.0046729-Heinrich1], we recorded temperature at single-minute intervals during the experiment to assess temperature effects on our various DVs. Our data logger did not record temperature data for two out of 50 subjects. Of these 48 subjects with temperature data, 18 subjects did not complete the 24 trials. The maximum temperature of the 18 subjects that did not finish the experiment ranged from 36.5C to 45.5C while the temperature range for the 30 subjects that did finish the experiment varied from 26C to 40C. [Figure 2](#pone-0046729-g002){ref-type="fig"} contains a scatter plot of the temperature associated with each bee's longest inter-visit interval; Figures S6,S7,S8,S9,S10 display scatter plots for individual bees.

![Temperature and inter-visit-interval.\
A scatter-plot of every individual bee's longest inter-visit-interval and the temperature inside the operant chamber of the apparatus during an individual bee's longest inter-visit-interval is presented. Two subjects did not have any temperature data. No bees above 40 degrees finished the experiment. However, long inter-visit-intervals can still be observed for bees with comparatively lower temperatures; indeed the subject with the lowest temperature had a higher inter-visit-interval than more than half of the bees.](pone.0046729.g002){#pone-0046729-g002}

An ordinal analysis comparing temperature for bees that finished the trials versus those that did not return to the apparatus within 3,600 s (one hour) was performed. The analysis was run under the prediction that drop-out bees would have higher temperatures compared to the temperature paired with the longest inter-visit-interval for each bee that did finish the trials. Drop-out bees had higher maximum temperatures for 90% of the matches in the ordinal analysis (c\<.01). We then separated by group to determine if drop-out bees had higher maximum temperatures within groups in addition to between groups. As the control 0-0-0-0 group had no "drop-outs," we only analyzed the four experimental groups. Within every experimental group, every "drop-out" bee had a higher maximum temperature than the temperature paired with the longest inter-visit-interval for bees that finished the experiment.

Response Length {#s2c}
---------------

An ordinal analysis of response length was conducted to test if response length was smaller after the subject's crop had filled and the delay interval had been initiated. Every response prior to the delay interval being initiated was compared to every response after the delay interval was initiated, and a randomization test was performed to determine if the differences indicated consistently shorter durations. The 0-0-0-0 control group bees were not considered for this analysis as no adjunctive responses were made in the 0-0-0-0 control group. Individual and group percentages are displayed in [Table 4](#pone-0046729-t004){ref-type="table"}, and most were over 90%; indicating a high degree of pattern matching. All chance values from the randomization tests were less than.01.

10.1371/journal.pone.0046729.t004

###### Percentage of Adjunctive Responses Which Are Smaller Than Crop-Filling Responses.

![](pone.0046729.t004){#pone-0046729-t004-4}

  Group            Total                 Bee1                                Bee2                  Bee3   Bee4                 Bee5                  Bee6   Bee7                 Bee8                                Bee9                  Bee10
  --------------- ------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ------ ------ ----------------------------------- ------ ------ ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- -------
  **0-10-10-0**     91%                   79%                                 94%                  83%    93%                   93%                  96%    97%    [\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}                  84%                   98%
  **0-5-5-0**       92%                   65%                                 91%                  98%    91%    [\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}   99%    100%                  74%                  [\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}    96%
  **0-5-10-0**      89%    [\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}   [\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}   98%    86%                   89%                  98%    85%                   99%                                 95%                   62%
  **0-10-5-0**      92%    [\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}                  97%                  97%    97%                   89%                  98%    100%                  95%                                 96%                   91%

subjects did not make additional responses.

We also used an ordinal analysis to determine if the first response of a visit just after a visit containing the seemingly adjunctive responses was longer than trials not coming after an additional or adjunctive response. We did not analyze bees that did not make adjunctive responses, nor did we analyze bees that did not return after a single adjunctive response as these subjects had no data to make an ordinal comparison. [Table 5](#pone-0046729-t005){ref-type="table"} contains group and individual percentages of the first response following a series of adjunctive responses being larger than first responses of a visit not following an adjunctive response (all c values \<.01).

10.1371/journal.pone.0046729.t005

###### Percentage of Larger First Responses Following an Adjunctive Response.

![](pone.0046729.t005){#pone-0046729-t005-5}

  Group            Total                 Bee1                                Bee2                  Bee3   Bee4                 Bee5                                Bee6                  Bee7                 Bee8                                Bee9                  Bee10
  --------------- ------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ------ ------ ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ------ ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- -------
  **0-10-10-0**     92%                   98%                                 95%                  89%    77%                   99%                  [\*](#nt102){ref-type="table-fn"}   97%    [\*](#nt102){ref-type="table-fn"}                  64%                  100%
  **0-5-5-0**       83%                  100%                                 67%                  84%    86%    [\*](#nt102){ref-type="table-fn"}                 100%                  100%                  80%                  [\*](#nt102){ref-type="table-fn"}    81%
  **0-5-10-0**      83%    [\*](#nt102){ref-type="table-fn"}   [\*](#nt102){ref-type="table-fn"}   91%     8%                   98%                                 82%                  41%                   86%                                 98%                   64%
  **0-10-5-0**      83%    [\*](#nt102){ref-type="table-fn"}                  78%                  82%    95%                   76%                                 87%                  100%                 100%                                 66%                   44%

subjects either did not make an additional response or did not return after an additional response.

Inter-response-time {#s2d}
-------------------

A graphical representation of the collected IRT data did not show any apparent differences between groups; though a slight decrease in IRT group averages per condition could be interpreted ([Figure 3](#pone-0046729-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Individual bee's IRTs are displayed in Figures S11,S12,S13,S14,S15. To test if there were indeed no differences between groups, we conducted an ordinal analysis in Observational Oriented Modeling. We predicted a decrease between conditions, but not within conditions, and no difference between groups. An analysis similar to our investigation of the inter-visit-intervals found highly similar results between groups, but not within groups as great variability in IRTs within groups was observed.

![Average inter-response-time.\
The averaged group inter-response-times are presented. Save the average of the 0-5-5-0 experimental group, an overall downward trend can be observed. Curiously, the average of the control 0-0-0-0 group's baseline IRT is much lower than the four experimental group's.](pone.0046729.g003){#pone-0046729-g003}

[Table 6](#pone-0046729-t006){ref-type="table"} contains individual binomial p-values and percentages of responses following the predicted pattern of the ordinal analysis. Overall, the similar group pattern matched percentages led us to disregard group differences in IRT. After adjusting the predicted patterns within condition, we determined these lower percentages of matches were due to variability within condition and within bees; however, the similarities between groups were still observed.

10.1371/journal.pone.0046729.t006

###### IRT Pattern Matching of Individual Bees.

![](pone.0046729.t006){#pone-0046729-t006-6}

  Group            Total     Bee1        Bee2       Bee3      Bee4         Bee5       Bee6     Bee7     Bee8      Bee9        Bee10
  --------------- ------- ----------- ----------- -------- ----------- ------------ -------- -------- -------- ----------- -----------
  **0-0-0-0**       47%     **56%**     **57%**     42%      **55%**       27%        44%      46%      54%        54%         37%
                           **p≤.02**   **p≤.02**   p≤1.00   **p≤.05**     p≤1.00     p≤.98    p≤.90    p≤.10      p≤.10      p≤1.00
  **0-10-10-0**     44%       42%         23%       38%        47%       **59%**      28%      50%      44%        50%         27%
                            p≤1.00      p≤1.00     p≤1.00     p≤.82     **p≤.00**    p≤1.00   p≤.56    p≤.89      p≤.58      p≤1.00
  **0-5-5-5**       33%       31%         22%       31%        36%          0%        48%      38%      50%        16%         29%
                            p≤1.00      p≤1.00     p≤1.00    p≤1.00       p≤1.00     p≤.78    p≤1.00   p≤.54     p≤1.00      p≤1.00
  **0-5-10-0**      42%       41%         33%       25%        42%         41%        50%      21%      34%      **65%**     **65%**
                             p≤.99      p≤1.00     p≤1.00     p≤.95       p≤.99      p≤.58    p≤1.00   p≤1.00   **p≤.00**   **p≤.00**
  **0-10-5-0**      44%       22%         50%       20%        50%       **65%**      59%      39%      27%        26%         50%
                            p≤1.00       p≤.48     p≤1.00     p≤.57     **p\<.00**   p≤.00    p≤.93    p≤1.00    p≤1.00       p≤.55

Response Rate {#s2e}
-------------

We predicted an increase within and between conditions, for if subjects acclimated to the apparatus, response rates could be expected to increase. This prediction is confirmed by a post hoc analysis of average response rates based on the control 0-0-0-0 group's increase in response rates; visible in [Figure 4](#pone-0046729-g004){ref-type="fig"}. Figures S16,S17,S18,S19,S20 contains individual bee's response rates.

![Average response rate.\
The condition averages of group response rates are presented. The average of the control 0-0-0-0 group displays a subtle rise across conditions while the experimental groups do not display this increase during the second and third conditions. The removal of the delay intervals for the experimental groups induces a rise in response rate. The average of the baseline for the 0-10-10-0 group differs from the other groups due to one powerful "outlier" which dropped out mid-way through the second condition (visible in [Figure S18](#pone.0046729.s018){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).](pone.0046729.g004){#pone-0046729-g004}

An ordinal analysis similar to our investigation of the inter-visit-intervals and IRT found highly similar results between groups, but not within groups. Variability in response rates within groups was observed; [Table 7](#pone-0046729-t007){ref-type="table"} contains individual binomial p-values and percentages of responses following the predicted pattern of the ordinal analysis. Overall, experimental conditions all differed from the control group, and while differences between experimental groups were observed, these differences were not substantively important.

10.1371/journal.pone.0046729.t007

###### Response Rate Pattern Matching of Individual Bees.

![](pone.0046729.t007){#pone-0046729-t007-7}

  Group            Total     Bee1        Bee2        Bee3        Bee4         Bee5        Bee6        Bee7        Bee8        Bee9          Bee10
  --------------- ------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ---------------
  **0-0-0-0**       66%     **69%**     **69%**     **64%**     **55%**     **71%**      **60%**     **58%**     **72%**     **72%**       **67%**
                           **p≤.00**   **p≤.00**   **p≤.00**   **p≤.05**   **p≤.00**    **p≤.00**   **p≤.01**   **p≤.00**   **p≤.00**     **p≤.00**
  **0-10-10-0**     49%       45%         29%         34%         43%       **71%**      **67%**     **58%**       54%         60%           44%
                             p≤.95      p≤.100      p≤1.00       p≤.92     **p≤.00**    **p≤.03**   **p≤.03**     p≤.29       p≤.03         p≤.81
  **0-5-5-5**       55%     **56%**       49%       **66%**       52%         31%        **72%**       33%       **60%**       24%           41%
                           **p≤.02**     p≤.62     **p≤.00**     p≤.26       p≤1.00     **p≤.00**    p≤1.00     **p≤.02**    p≤1.00         p≤.95
  **0-5-10-0**      57%     **71%**     **55%**     **63%**       43%         41%          47%         43%         52%       **67%**       **68%**
                           **p≤.00**   **p≤.05**   **p≤.00**     p≤.93       p≤1.00       p≤.78       p≤.94       p≤.29     **p≤.00**   **p**≤**.00**
  **0-10-5-0**      59%       39%       **58%**     **55%**       45%       **83%**      **78%**       58%         42%         26%         **79%**
                             p≤.99     **p≤.01**   **p≤.05**     p≤.95     **p\<.00**   **p≤.00**     p≤.20       p≤.91      p≤1.00       **p≤.00**

The averages plotted in [Figure 4](#pone-0046729-g004){ref-type="fig"} suggest the 0-10-10-0 group has a far different baseline compared to the other groups. Consequently, we investigated if there were differences in response rates within groups when comparing bees that finished the experiment with bees that did not finish the experiment. Thus, we predicted bees that dropped out had a higher response-rate per visit and tested this prediction with an ordinal analysis similar to how we previously analyzed response length. This analysis compared each response rate from the bees that did not finish the experiment with the response rates from the bees that did finish the 24 trials. As every bee in the control 0-0-0-0 group finished all 24 trials, we did not analyze the control group's response rates. [Table 8](#pone-0046729-t008){ref-type="table"} displays percentages of drop-out bee's response rates that are larger than response rates from bees that finished the experiment. While a difference between drop-out bees and bees that finished the experiment can be observed when comparing all 24 responses, we do not choose to interpret a predictive quality of response rates as gauged from baseline trials. Phrased differently, we do not believe larger baseline response rates appropriately predict if a subject will not complete the 24 trials.

10.1371/journal.pone.0046729.t008

###### Percentage of Drop-Out Bees with Higher Response Rates.

![](pone.0046729.t008){#pone-0046729-t008-8}

  Group            Baseline   All Visits
  --------------- ---------- ------------
  **0-10-10-0**      60%         60%
                    c≤.00       c≤.00
  **0-5-5-0**        37%         45%
                    c≤.10       c≤.00
  **0-5-10-0**       14%         81%
                    c≤1.00      c≤.00
  **0-10-5-0**       60%         52%
                    c≤.00       c≤.00

Shaping Latency {#s2f}
---------------

We documented the latency between shaping/tagging a bee and initiating the experiment for each bee. On occasion, we shaped and ran a subject on the same day; however, we also frequently tagged bees (up to nine) days prior to running a subject. A regression of this latency on to whether the subject finished 24 trials found a R2 value of.30. An ordinal analysis in Observational Oriented Modeling found negligible latency effects between bees that finished and did not finish the experiment; 30% prediction match, c\<.17. Latency between tagging and data collection was regressed on to the number of additional responses made after the delay intervals were initiated found a R2 value of.16.

Discussion of Dependent Variables {#s3}
=================================

Temperature and Inter-visit-interval {#s3a}
------------------------------------

We were concerned about the covariance between temperature and inter-visit-interval. Prior to beginning any data collection, we made a schedule for 50 bees and counter-balanced subject order in an attempt to control for weather variability. Data collection would start for each bee usually around 10∶00, but control 0-0-0-0 bees would often finish before 12∶00 while experimental groups often finished around 16∶00. Thus, temperatures were far higher for the experimental bees during the end of the experiment; thus exacerbating the temperature difference between groups. Regardless, [Figure 2](#pone-0046729-g002){ref-type="fig"} clearly shows bees did not finish the experiment if the temperature exceeded 40.5C. We believe investigating this temperature effect is crucial, but at this time we are unsure of how temperature in combination with our delay intervals may function to dissuade subjects from returning to the operant chamber. Most notably, while temperature certainly affected and accounts for at least some variability in the inter-visit-intervals for groups and individuals, the very clear decrease of the inter-visit-interval cumulative curve's beta-weights (for individuals and groups) once the delay intervals were removed demonstrates the impact of the delay, and functions to show how the delay impact is more salient than that of temperature. Further demonstrating that temperature did not contaminate our data would be the control groups' decrease in inter-visit-intervals across individual bee's trials, for even though the temperature increased across conditions, a decrease was observed in inter-visit-interval for the 0-0-0-0 control group (as seen in [Table 2](#pone-0046729-t002){ref-type="table"}).

Regardless, the effect of temperature on the experimental bees is undeniable; thus we propose temperature moderates the inter-visit-intervals. The relatively low percentage of our observations matching our proposed model may seem disconcerting; however, our pattern yielded far more correct responses for the first three conditions for each bee, yet the return to baseline drastically reduced our percentage match as many of the responses fully returned to, or out-performed, baseline (differing from our pattern analysis). Also, our criteria are far more strict than any traditional statistical analysis; any data deemed "significant" in Observational Oriented Modeling will also be significant in any traditional statistical test. Most importantly, in addition to predicting a difference between groups, we also predicted the direction and the order of these differences. No other analytical method we know of is capable of testing such a complicated ordinal prediction while not making numerous assumptions. Regardless, our prediction was corect (based on an arbitrary value of p\<.05) for 35 out of 40 experimental group bees. Thus, we feel confident stating that the delays increase inter-visit-intervals. Subjects first encountering a 600 s delay performed more poorly than subjects first encountering a 300 s delay. We did not show a difference in inter-visit-intervals between the 0-5-5-0 and 0-5-10-0 groups, nor did we show a difference in inter-visit-intervals between the 0-10-10-0 and 0-10-5-0 groups.

Response Length {#s3b}
---------------

Our analysis of response length yielded two major findings. First, a decrease in response length was clearly observed for nearly every response made after the delay had been initiated. Only two out of 34 bees did not match this prediction based on an arbitrary value of more than 66% matching. After comparing the length of the adjunctive responses to the normal crop-filling responses, we do not believe the subjects were receiving reinforcement during their post-delay responses, for the response lengths are usually impossibly small for a subject to make the response and consume the reinforcement. Indeed, we observed sugar water dripping within the apparatus following a string of these adjunctive responses; validating the possibility of this hypothesis. Our second analysis of response length, which found that the first response of a new visit following a string of adjunctive responses was larger than responses not following an adjunctive response, is related to our first response length analysis. We believe the subjects were not consuming some or most of the reinforcement during the responses during the delay interval, and thus when the subjects returned to the operant chamber for the next trial we observed longer response lengths for the first response as the subjects consume the previous visit's left-over reinforcement; hence our utilization of the term "adjunctive response." Thus, a very clear difference between the normal crop-filling responses prior to the initiation of the post-reinforcement delay and the responses during the delay can be observed and inferred from two response length analyses.

Inter-Response-Time {#s3c}
-------------------

The benefit of our focus on individual observations instead of focusing on aggregate data is best exemplified when interpreting IRT data. When considering [Figure 3](#pone-0046729-g003){ref-type="fig"}, a slight monotonic decrease in group averages across conditions can clearly be observed for every group other than the 0-5-5-0 experimental condition. However, when considering individual bees, only 5 of 50 bees (10%) followed this aggregate-based prediction as determined by our binomial p-value \<.05. Only one 0-0-0-0 control bee followed the predicted pattern, indicating the experimental groups' 36 bees which departed from our expected pattern did not do so due to the post-reinforcement delays. However, the similarity between the groups' percent matching dissuades us from claiming IRT is affected by our post-reinforcement delays. Consistent with our findings, pigeons with long delays have previously been observed to have a monotonically inverse relationship between pre-reinforcement delay length and IRT (e.g. [@pone.0046729-Chung1]--[@pone.0046729-Sizemore1]).

Response Rate {#s3d}
-------------

Our initial analysis of response rate tested if, as observed in the control 0-0-0-0 group, experimental groups' response rates monotonically increased across visits. Every control 0-0-0-0 bee was found to follow the predicted response rate increase, while only 18/40 experimental bees followed the predicted response rate increase. Experimental groups matched the predicted pattern approximately equally and clearly differed from the control 0-0-0-0 group. When considering [Table 8](#pone-0046729-t008){ref-type="table"}, a very clear dichotomy can be observed in the bi-nominal p-values for individuals in the experimental groups. However, the 0-10-10-0 group differed furthest from the control 0-0-0-0 predicted pattern, for this experimental group had a powerful "outlier" affecting the mean of the group's response rate (as seen in the baseline of [Figure 4](#pone-0046729-g004){ref-type="fig"}).

We decided to investigate these differences in baseline and found, for the 0-10-10-0 and 0-10-5-0 groups, that bees with higher response rates tend to drop out more than bees with smaller response rates. Interestingly, these differences in baseline performance for future drop-outs were not observed for the 0-5-5-0 or 0-5-10-0 groups. Because of this inconsistency, we do not believe higher baseline response rates can predict longer inter-visit-intervals when the subjects encounter the delays. However, we decided to compare every visit's response rate for bees that dropped out of the experiment with bees that completed all 24 trials for each group, and found an apparent difference between bees that dropped out and completed the trials for all experimental groups' response rates. In short, bees with higher response rates were more likely to "drop-out" when exposed to the delay intervals. While "patience" could play a factor, we believe bees with higher response rates would have higher metabolisms and thus require more reinforcement more quickly. Thus, not receiving this required sustenance may disincline bees with higher response rates from continuing to work in a delayed contingency.

The most obvious finding regarding response rate is the immediate response rate increase once the delays have been removed for group ([Figure 4](#pone-0046729-g004){ref-type="fig"}) and individual bees. Clearly, our delays were affecting response rate as the delay removal created a sudden increase in response rate across all groups. Thus, we posit that extensive post-reinforcement delays impair response rate increases traditionally seen in non-delayed subjects, or at the very least serve to increase response rates once the delay has been removed.

Shaping Latency {#s3e}
---------------

The latency between tagging and beginning data collection for individual bees clearly had a negligible impact on the reported effect. Thus, we believe the interval between shaping and beginning data collection have little impact on our positive findings.

General Discussion {#s4}
==================

There are five major differences between our experiment and previous post-reinforcement delay research [@pone.0046729-Davis1]--[@pone.0046729-Rabinowitz1]. First, we focused on acquisition trials. Second, we used a small number of acquisition trials (six) before presenting our subjects with reinforcement delays. A third crucial difference is the species under investigation, for all but one study [@pone.0046729-Rabinowitz1] we found on post-reinforcement delay literature used rats [@pone.0046729-Davis1]--[@pone.0046729-Posey1]; we used honey bees: *Apis mellifera* L. A fourth major difference between the present study and the traditional post-reinforcement paradigms is our utilized delay times. The literature typically reports either 20 s or 30 s of post-reinforcement delay with the exception of a 60 s interval by Davis [@pone.0046729-Davis1]. We used 300 s and 600 s intervals (a 100× and 200× increases compared to the literature). Our decision to use these large delays follows the tendency of typical extinction trials to last 10 minutes [@pone.0046729-Abramson2], for we believe any actual behavioral effects caused by post-reinforcement delays would be best observed this way. Finally, our subjects were still able to, and at times did, feed after the post-reinforcement delay had been initiated; no other study allows reinforcement to be provided during the delays.

An alternative explanation of our data is the concept of motivation. There are a couple of paradigms which are closely related to the present paradigm. These paradigms sought to consider "motivation" when constructing bee foraging models [@pone.0046729-Nunez1]. Most similar is Dyer, Gill, and Sharbowski [@pone.0046729-Dyer1], which delayed honey bees with and without access to sucrose for either 0 seconds, 30 minutes, or 3 hours, and released these bees either from the original feeding location or a novel location. They report the majority of subjects were observed flying directly home from the release site, but found subjects that were delayed 3 hours without access to food did not fly to the hive, but instead flew in the opposite direction of the hive; hence they flew as if they were leaving the hive and attempting to return to the foraging location. We observed all of our honey bees fly directly to the hive for every trial; consistent with previous findings [@pone.0046729-Dyer1]. Moffatt [@pone.0046729-Moffatt1] has demonstrated the reinforcement rate as opposed to the crop-weight affects honey bee metabolic rates; hence our paradigm could be argued to have lowered the "motivation" of subjects due to the decrease in response rate per visit (when accounting for the delay intervals); possibly affecting the inter-visit-intervals. Additionally, Chen, Hung, and Yang [@pone.0046729-Chen1] exposed honey bees to stressful environments after the subjects had fed at a feeding location. Experimental bees had up to 10× longer inter-visit-intervals compared to control groups. Changes in the experimental bees' biogenic amines indicated the subjects were likely stressed by the post-reinforcement environment resulting in longer inter-visit-intervals. Indeed, one could argue, based on the reported honey bee literature, the present study's delay intervals affected honey bee "motivation." However, our delay intervals of 5 or 10 minutes would assumingly not be as "unmotivating" as a 30 minute or 3 hour delay. However, over time, these smaller 5 or 10 minute delays still could be argued to have "unmotivated" the subjects, resulting in longer inter-visit-intervals.

We are disinclined to offer "motivation" as a primary mechanism contributing to the observed effects. The subjects were rewarded with 50% sucrose, an extremely potent concentration compared to what is readily available in the natural environment. Also, the distance subjects had to travel from the hive to the apparatus is very short (approximately 20 m), and all of the rewards occur in a single location. Typically to fill its crop, a bee may travel an average of two or three kilometers. Subjects also have to visit many flowers containing comparatively low sugar molarity rarely over 25% sucrose; thus it is highly unlikely that the subjects would give-up such a rich, plentiful, and easily obtainable food source, and we are hesitant to infer any "motivational" effect [@pone.0046729-Visscher1]--[@pone.0046729-Graham1]. Additionally, over a 25 year period, Wells [@pone.0046729-Wells1]--[@pone.0046729-Wells3] has reported results using blue and yellow artificial flower patches which elicit high flower fidelity for flower color by visiting bees. Some bees visit only blue and some visiting only yellow flowers regardless of the rewards. Moreover, if bees receive 2 M sucrose on one flower color and 1 M (or less) on the other flower color the return rates of the bees visiting the same flower patch at the same time are equivalent. "Motivation" has often been a label of calories per unit time, and if this is indeed driving our subject's behavior, then having a longer return time would have the opposite effect of an efficient or "motivated" organism because the subjects would be further reducing the calories per unit time by having longer inter-visit-intervals. Due to these factors, we instead turn to the possibility that our post-reinforcement delays also served to delay social contingencies in the hive.

"Social reinforcement" in the non-human species literature has largely only been investigated in *Betta splendens* [@pone.0046729-Bronstein1], [@pone.0046729-Bronstein2]. These investigations exposed Siamese fighting fish to a mirror or conspecific as a reward; indeed these are the only operational definitions of "social reinforcement" in non-human literature. These definitions eventually evolved into investigations into aggression and focused on the negative reinforcement incurred via the release of this aggression [@pone.0046729-Bronstein3]. Bronstein [@pone.0046729-Bronstein3] argues against the development of global definitions of social reinforcement due to the sheer diversity of the possible behaviors requiring such a label. Regardless, based on a definition of social behaviors, we generally define "social reinforcement" as a form of reinforcement being delivered to a subject via an interaction or observation of an interaction with another living entity [@pone.0046729-Bronstein3]. Specifically for honey bees and our paradigm, social positive reinforcement is provided to the foraging subjects by the receiving hive-mate during the unloading process following the forager's return from the operant chamber. We decided to focus on the unloading behavior in this definition because foragers are required to unload in order to leave the hive [@pone.0046729-Robinson1]--[@pone.0046729-Anderson1]. Other social behaviors (e.g. trophallaxis, dancing, begging, and recruitment) need not necessarily be performed in order for the forager to leave the hive and return to the foraging location. This proposed social reinforcement is not presently immediately observable, and many possibilities (e.g. food, pheromone, and associations) need to be examined before further specifying the mechanism of reinforcement.

In a similar paradigm to the present study, Wainselboim, Roces, and Farina [@pone.0046729-Wainselboim1], investigated how the flow of trophallaxis may be affected by perceived value of a food source. Most importantly for our purposes, the researchers predicted and found that longer visit lengths resulted in slower rates of trophallaxis [@pone.0046729-Wainselboim1]. Farina [@pone.0046729-Farina1] also reports forager begging after unloading just prior to leaving the hive is less frequent at higher rates of nectar flow. We were unable to observe if our subjects were engaging in trophallaxis or begging; though a slower rate of trophallaxis and an increase in begging behavior may account in part for the longer inter-visit-intervals and also communicate the temporal value of the operant chamber with delays as less reinforcing than the operant chamber without the delays. Additionally, flight times between conditions did not meaningfully alter for the delayed subjects as each subject was observed directly flying between the hive and operant chamber, hence the increase in inter-visit-interval occurs in the hive.

We were unable to observe our subjects' behavior once they returned to and entered the hive, and thus trophallaxis and begging behaviors were not directly observed. However, it is generally accepted that foraging honey bees engage in unloading behavior prior to leaving the hive; thus unloading need not be observed [@pone.0046729-Posey1], [@pone.0046729-Robinson1]--[@pone.0046729-Anderson1]. Thus, we sought to consider the impacts of the social interactions of our subjects in the hive on our results. Our design utilizes the rhythmically cyclical nature of honey bee foraging, hence a post-reinforcement delay will delay the social interactions back at the hive thus creating a delay of various forms of social reinforcement incurred from these interactions. Via this interaction, our post-reinforcement delay paradigm could also be an investigation in to a delay of social reinforcement incurred via interactions with hive mates.

Future studies should first attempt to replicate our observations. Determining honey bee sensitivity and reactions to these types of delays is crucial before conducting further studies into their sensitivity of various operant paradigms. We also recommend utilizing a choice paradigm to investigate if honey bees favor smaller delay intervals. Using an observational hive for future studies is also highly recommended so as to be able to observe the subjects unloading behavior. Diversifying the honey bee species used to study post or social reinforcement delays is also critical, for sub-species differences in foraging behaviors have been observed [@pone.0046729-Cakmak1]. We also recommend comparing our findings with other hive insects that engage in similar unloading behaviors such as ants, wasps, or termites. The applicability of this paradigm on various human behaviors, such as incarceration, seems appropriate; though more comparative research should precede this speculation.

Materials and Methods {#s5}
=====================

The bees {#s5a}
--------

Subjects were *Apis mellifera* L. (n = 50) from the Oklahoma State University Comparative Psychology and Behavioral Biology Laboratory apiary. Bees from two different hives, which were roughly a half meter from each other, were trained to visit an artificial feeder. As Oklahoma State University does not require an ethics institutional review for non-threatened invertebrates, no specific permits were required. All subjects were experimentally naive prior to shaping. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of five groups receiving varying amounts of post-reinforcement delays. We decided to have 10 subjects per group to remain consistent with previous free-flying operant studies from our laboratory [@pone.0046729-Sokolowski1], [@pone.0046729-Sokolowski2]. Nine previous studies [@pone.0046729-Davis1]--[@pone.0046729-Posey1] investigating post-reinforcement delays utilized fewer subjects than we did. Performing a power analysis was not an option to determine an appropriate N as we sought to analyze individual subject data instead of averaged group data. We followed a pseudo-ABA design so as to be able to compare each subject with itself as we moved across conditions. We followed this type of ABA design in a previous study from our laboratory assessing how ethanol affects honey bee foraging behavior [@pone.0046729-Sokolowski1]. This study saw numerous differences between individual subjects; thus comparing each subject to itself will yield more reliable data than simply averaging group data [@pone.0046729-Sokolowski1].

A baseline of a 0 s delay was administered for the first and last six visits for each bee for every group while the middle 12 visits varied per group depending on the amount of post-reinforcement (expressed in minutes). The groups were as follows: 0-0-0-0, 0-5-5-0, 0-10-10-0, 0-5-10-0, and 0-10-5-0 with each number representing the delay interval encountered by the group for each phase of six visits. Two subjects from different groups were run concurrently in two separate yet attached operant chambers so as to control for weather conditions and other unforeseen biases associated with one operant chambers being slightly closer to the hive than the other. Subjects were trapped and terminated as soon as the experiment was concluded so as to control for recruiting and other unforeseen confounds such as pheromone release.

Apparatus {#s5b}
---------

We concurrently utilized two automated computer-controlled operant chambers providing 50% sucrose solution which was located approximately 3 meters from a feeding station containing 10% sucrose solution. Data was recorded automatically via a computer program. Subject responses were made when the subject enters a hole in the operant chamber with an infrared sensor which, when triggered, released a prescribed 5µl of sugar water directly in front of the subject's head. Due to the infrared sensor's sensitivity and disruption of functionality brought about by direct exposure to sunlight, we utilized a tarp which was placed in a consistent location every morning before beginning the experiment. A full explanation of the apparatus and calibration data can be found in [@pone.0046729-Sokolowski2]; though we slightly modified this design to be able to concurrently collect data from two subjects via two attached, partitioned operant chambers.

We also used a data-logger which was never left in direct sunlight, and was placed in the operant chamber to better measure weather variables (specifically temperature) for the subjects.

Shaping {#s5c}
-------

Subjects were randomly collected from the nearby feeder station equipped with 10% sucrose solution and shaped to use the apparatus described above. The feeding station was always full during the experiment to control for recruiting confounds. Training took no more than 10 visits. We typically focused on shaping two bees by first placing drops of sugar water near the response hole and then in the response hole. Sometimes we were obliged to hand-shape a subject into the response hole while other subjects were able to auto-shape themselves. After these bees had been trained to make the response, the newly trained bees were able to recruit additional potential subjects; exponentially increasing the number of trained bees in a matter of minutes.

Once the bee-in-training consistently returned to the operant chamber, we tagged her so as to be sure we were working with the intended subject. We used a Queen Marking Tube (QMT1) to securely keep the subject immobilized and attached a colored and numbered bee tag by using a safe, non-toxic adhesive. These materials were purchased from Betterbee® (Greenwich, NY). We attempted to minimize the time the subject was in the Queen Marking Tube to reduce what we assume to be a stress inducing aspect of our procedure. Once the subject was tagged, we provided her with three drops of 50% sugar water to combat this assumed tagging punishment before allowing her to return to the hive. We normally tagged numerous bees in one day and returned over the following days to administer our experiment until we needed to spend another day shaping and tagging our future subjects. Frequently, one of the bees would finish her experimental trials before the other concurrently run bee, in which case we shaped and trained more bees whilst finishing the experiment with the remaining bee. We recorded the date that each bee was tagged.

Post-reinforcement Delay Test {#s5d}
-----------------------------

We worked with the first two bees that came to the apparatus each morning after we had set up the apparatus. Two bees were run each day for 24 visits/trials apiece. Six baseline trials of a 0 s post-reinforcement delay was administered; allowing each bee to serve as her own control. During this time, subjects were allowed to freely exit the operant chamber once her crop filled. Beginning with the 7th and ending with the 12th visit, a bee was confined in the box for either 0, 5, or 10 minutes depending on her group assignment. Conditions and delay intervals changed again at the 13th visit and were held consistent until the 18th visit. Beginning with the 19th visit, we allowed the subjects to once again freely exit the operant chamber; returning to a 0 post-reinforcement delay.

We started the delay interval after the subject had finished feeding and attempted to fly out of the blocked/closed operant chamber. During the delay periods, subjects were free to continue making responses, but these responses did not reset the delay interval. Sometimes a subject would not leave the box after the post-reinforcement delay and in these cases we forced her to exit by gently removing her from the operant chamber with a small fish aquarium net. A session was terminated if the subject failed to return to the apparatus after one hour, or if we saw her return to the 10--12% sucrose solution feeder which we monitored through-out the experiment. In the event of a terminated session we checked the nearby bee feeder the following day to document the possibility of predation or death as the reason for their lack of return to the apparatus.

Statistical Analyses {#s5e}
--------------------

We used Observation Oriented Modeling [@pone.0046729-Grice1], [@pone.0046729-Grice2] which is a data analysis technique that permitted us to compare our observed results to expected patterns of outcomes and then to evaluate the differences with an accuracy index and a randomization or binomial test.

Supporting Information {#s6}
======================

###### 

**0-0-0-0 Individual Inter-Visit-Interval.** All ten control 0-0-0-0 individual cumulative curves are presented. Bee 10 is the only subject not following pattern mode for the control 0-0-0-0 group; indeed a learning curve could be interpreted. Bee 10 begins resembling the other 9 control 0-0-0-0 bees by visit 15.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-5-5-0 Individual Inter-Visit-Interval.** All ten experimental 0-5-5-0 individual cumulative curves are presented. All ten experimental 0-5-5-0 bees' baselines are very similar. Five bees finished all 24 trials with five dropping out. Bees 5 and 9 dropped out at visit 9; Bee 10 at visit 12; and Bee 7 and 8 at visit 16. Bee 5 is the only bee that did not return to the nearby bee-feeder instead of the apparatus; hence a jump of 3600 s is not observed for this cumulative curve. Bees 3, 4, and 6 were not affected by the delay intervals. The remaining two bees that were affected by the delay intervals and did finish the 24 trials both saw an immediate near-return to baseline once the delay intervals were removed. Bees 1, 8, 9, and 10 began to depart from baseline performance as early as visit 8. Bee 7 began to depart from baseline performance at visit 11. Bee 2 began to depart from baseline performance at visit 15.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-10-10-0 Individual Inter-Visit-Interval.** All ten experimental 0-10-10-0 individual cumulative curves are presented. All ten experimental 0-10-10-0 bees' baselines are very similar. Four bees finished all 24 trials with six dropping out. Bee 6 dropped out at visit 8; Bee 10 at visit 9; Bee 8 at visit 13; Bee 9 at visit 15, and Bees 2 and 7 at visit 18. Bee 1 was the only individual not affected by the delay intervals. The remaining three bees (Bees 3, 4, and 5) that were affected by the delay intervals and did finish the 24 trials all saw an immediate near-return to baseline once the delay intervals were removed. Bee 6 began to depart from baseline performance at visit 7. Bees 2, 3, 5, and 10 began to depart from baseline performance at visit 9. Bee 7 began to depart from baseline performance at visit 11. Bee 4 began to depart from baseline performance at visit 16.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-5-10-0 Individual Inter-Visit-Interval.** All ten experimental 0-5-10-0 individual cumulative curves are presented. All ten experimental 0-5-10-0 bees' baselines are very similar. Six bees finished all 24 trials with four dropping out. Bee 4 dropped out at visit 14; Bees 6 and 7 at visit 15; and Bee 18 at visit 18. Bees 2 and 3 were the only individuals not affected by the delay intervals. The remaining four bees (Bees 5, 8, 9, and 10) that were affected by the delay intervals and did finish the 24 trials all saw an immediate near-return to baseline once the delay intervals were removed. Bee 4 began to depart from baseline performance at visit 10. Bees 6 and 7 began to depart from baseline performance at visit 14. Bees 1, 8, 9 and 10 began to depart from baseline performance at visit 15. Bee 5 began to depart from baseline performance at visit 18.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-10-5-0 Individual Inter-Visit-Interval.** All ten experimental 0-10-5-0 individual cumulative curves are presented. All ten experimental 0-10-5-0 bees' baselines are very similar. Five bees finished all 24 trials with five dropping out. Bee 7 dropped out at visit 9; Bees 8 and 10 at visit 12; Bee 1 at visit 16; and Bee 9 at visit 18. Bee 5 was the only individual not affected by the delay intervals. The remaining four bees (Bees 2, 3, 4, and 6) that were affected by the delay intervals and did finish the 24 trials all saw an immediate near-return to baseline once the delay intervals were removed. Bees 7 and 8 began to depart from baseline performance at visit 8. Bees 1, 3, 6, and 9 began to depart from baseline performance at visit 10. Bees 1, 8, 9 and 10 began to depart from baseline performance at visit 15. Bees 2 and 4 began to depart from baseline performance at visit 17.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-0-0-0 Temperature and Inter-Visit-Interval.** A scatter-plot of every control 0-0-0-0 bee's longest inter-visit-interval and the temperature inside the operant chamber of the apparatus during an individual bee's longest inter-visit-interval is presented. The highest temperature corresponds with the longest inter-visit-interval, while the second longest inter-visit-interval corresponds with the lowest temperature.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-5-5-0 Temperature and Individual Inter-Visit-Interval.** A scatter-plot of every experimental 0-5-5-0 bee's longest inter-visit-interval and the temperature inside the operant chamber of the apparatus during an individual bee's longest inter-visit-interval is presented.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-10-10-0 Temperature and Individual Inter-Visit-Interval.** A scatter-plot of every experimental 0-10-10-0 bee's longest inter-visit-interval and the temperature inside the operant chamber of the apparatus during an individual bee's longest inter-visit-interval is presented.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-5-10-0 Temperature and Individual Inter-Visit-Interval.** A scatter-plot of nine experimental 0-5-10-0 bee's longest inter-visit-interval and the temperature inside the operant chamber of the apparatus during an individual bee's longest inter-visit-interval is presented. The data logger did not record temperature for one 0-5-10-0 bee.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-10-5-0 Temperature and Individual Inter-Visit-Interval.** A scatter-plot of nine experimental 0-10-5-0 bee's longest inter-visit-interval and the temperature inside the operant chamber of the apparatus during an individual bee's longest inter-visit-interval is presented. The data logger did not record temperature for one 0-10-5-0 bee. Save one data point, a clear trend is easily observed.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-0-0-0 Individual Inter-Response-Times.** Individual control 0-0-0-0 bees' averaged inter-response-times for each visit are presented. Aside from the minor and unsystematic fluctuations of Bees 6 and 9, a stable IRT across the 24 sessions can be observed.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-5-5-0 Individual Inter-Response-Times.** Individual experimental 0-5-5-0 bees' averaged inter-response-times for each visit are presented. Aside from minor and unsystematic fluctuations, a clear decrease in group-average IRT across the 24 sessions can be observed; though no individual decreases are observed. Interestingly, prior to dropping out, Bees 5 and 9 had a vast increase in average inter-response-time. Bee 4¢s session was accidently prematurely terminated at visit 23; thus accounting for the sudden rise in her final IRT.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-10-10-0 Individual Inter-Response-Times.** Individual experimental 0-10-10-0 bees' averaged inter-response-times for each visit are presented. A clear decrease in IRT across the 24 sessions is not observed.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-5-10-0 Individual Inter-Response-Times.** Individual experimental 0-5-10-0 bees' averaged inter-response-times for each visit are presented. Aside from minor and unsystematic fluctuations, a clear decrease in IRT across the 24 sessions can be observed.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-10-5-0 Individual Inter-Response-Times.** Individual experimental 0-10-5-0 bees' averaged inter-response-times for each visit are presented. A clear decrease in IRT across the 24 sessions is not observed.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-0-0-0 Individual Response Rate.** Individual control 0-0-0-0 bees' response rates for each visit are presented. Aside from minor and unsystematic fluctuations, a clear increase in response rate across the 24 sessions can be observed.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-5-5-0 Individual Response Rate.** Individual experimental 0-5-5-0 bees' response rates for each visit are presented. Aside from minor and unsystematic fluctuations, an increase in response rate across the 24 sessions can be interpreted. Interestingly, Bees 5 and 9¢s response rate dips prior to dropping out.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-10-10-0 Individual Response Rate.** Individual experimental 0-10-10-0 bees' response rates for each visit are presented. The 0-10-10-0 group average presented in [Figure 4](#pone-0046729-g004){ref-type="fig"} is easily explained by Bee 6¢s "outlier" response rate data.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-5-10-0 Individual Response Rate.** Individual experimental 0-5-10-0 bees' response rates for each visit are presented. Aside from minor and unsystematic fluctuations, a clear increase in response rate across the 24 sessions can be observed with the removal of the delays. Additionally, there appears to be less variability in response rate during the final condition. Interestingly, Bees 6 and 7 display a dip in response rate prior to dropping out.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**0-10-5-0 Individual Response Rate.** Individual experimental 0-10-5-0 bees' response rates for each visit are presented. Aside from major and unsystematic fluctuations, a clear increase in response rate across the 24 sessions can be observed with the removal of the delays. Interestingly, Bee 9 displays a dip in response rate prior to dropping out.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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